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Editorial
Welcome to the March edition of the River of Knowledge, by now
everyone will be back in to full training after a short break for Christmas
at most dojos. I for one enjoy the fresh start to the year, whilst it is great
to train at home there is nothing like the feeling of training together with
your fellow karateka.
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In this issue we have two articles that will provide some stimulus to your
training no matter what level you are at. Whether you are a white belt or
a black belt there is always so much to learn and improve on with your
karate. As part of the Internal Chito-Ryu Karate Federation we are
fortunate to have access to such a wealth of knowledge both here in
Australia, in Japan and throughout the world. This year we are fortunate
to have Tanaka Sensei as our special guest instructor from Japan.
Tanaka Sensei will be visiting dojo's throughout Australia, and of course
attending the annual camp to pass on some of his outstanding
knowledge and of course his famous energy and passion.
Personally I always look forward to training with Tanaka Sensei. The first
year I met Tanaka Sensei I was lucky enough to accompany him along
with the Hayes family on a short holiday up the coast from Newcastle.
The first evening just as the sun was beginning to set I was standing on
a lookout watching the beach when an amazing feeling came over me. I
was drawn to an image in the sea mist which I could just make out to be
Tanaka Sensei performing kata at the edge of the water, whilst I was to
far away to hear him, or to clearly make out his techniques (as a green
belt at the time I would probably would not have understood them
anyway!) I could feel this amazing mix of power and peace. I could not
watch for long as I felt I was intruding so went back to our cabin. Tanaka
Sensei arrived at the cabin a while later, when asked how the beach was
he just smiled and said it was a very special place. I remember thinking
to myself it was not just this place that was special. I encourage
everyone to take every possible chance to train with Tanaka Sensei
including the camp, it is a very special opportunity that we are lucky to
have.
Before I end and let you get on with reading the River of Knowledge I
would like to make a special mention to the Hurley and Pike families on
the Sunshine Coast who have experienced some tough times over the
Christmas break. We are thinking of you and pass on our best wishes
and support to you all.
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Congratulations
Mark Snow Sensei
& Family
Congratulations to Mark
Snow Sensei & Family
(Blue Mountains) on the
birth of your 2nd child.
Lara Jorja Snow was born
on Friday 25th January.
Tamara (Mum) is doing
well, Jasmine (big sister) is
very excited and Mark
Sensei (Dad) is very proud.

Gold Coast Beach Training
On Sunday 25 November Gold Coast Chito-Ryu Karate
held a beach training. The beach training was a great day
with 15 participants ranging from 5 years old up to 35.
Karate is definitely for everyone!
The training started with 15 minutes of seiza, this was a lot
longer then some of the younger participants had tried
before but it was testament to their concentration and focus
that they were all able to remain in seiza for the entire time.
The high tide made things interesting with only a small
amount of sloped beach to train on. However as always this
presented a great opportunity to work on good stepping
technique and control of posture so as not to loose
balance.
After kihon and kata the part everyone had been waiting
for, testing the strength of stances and techniques against
the power of the surf! With a strong rip it required a lot of
focus and concentration especially from the adults as they
also had to make sure their “buddy” from the kid’s class
was safe.
As always with beach training it was a terrific opportunity
for everyone from the different classes to train together and
all had a great time. The next beach training on the Gold
Coast will be early in 2008.
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Please take a moment in your
thoughts for Jack Hurley
Recently one of the senior members of the Sunshine
Coast dojo, Jack Hurley, had a huge stroke. This was
quite shocking news to receive as he is still a teenager
who was otherwise fit and healthy.
For those of you who know Jack and and his family, I am
sure this news may also come as a shock to you. Please
take some time in your day to spare a thought or prayer
for the Hurley Family in what must be a very difficult time.
Update: Jack is making good progress with his rehab at
the Royal Children's Hospital in Brisbane, there is a long
way to go but he remains happy and determined. Tom &
Wendy have expressed their thanks for all the thoughts,
prayers and support they have been receiving from the
Chito-Ryu community.
If you would like to keep an eye on how Jack is
progressing regular updates are posted on the Sunshine
Coast Chito-Ryu blog (www.karate4life.com.au/blog).

Evie, Tom (Dad),
Jack and Max

Thoughts with Destiny Pike
Young Sunshine Coast karateka Destiny Pike
has been training in the beginners kids class
for about a year. Over the Christmas break
she received some devastating news. An
extract from an email from her mother:“Destiny was air lifted by plane on jan 5th 08
she has been diagnosed with A.L.L. type
leukaemia!!!!! Yeah spun me out too.
She has had that much surgery since and
chemotherapy the doc’s are doing their best
the smash it out..They say remission in 4
weeks is the goal but on going treatment will
take a min of 2 years…
I hope to have Destiny back at school by
September 2008. In the mean time she will
be attending school here in the RCH school
and will be doing the same work here in
hospital, so when she does come back she
will have the exact work in her books and up
to date with all her fellow students..
She is a tuff nut and boy is she determine like
I’ve never seen her before.. She is missing
the dojo so much (me too) and all the people
in it.. So I’m sorry to say neither of us will be
back for a while”…
The full email can be read on the Sunshine
Coast blog (www.karate4life.com.au/blog)
All of us in the ICKFA family wish Destiny a
speedy and strong recovery.

Have you got news to
share?
Have any thoughts or
comments on your
magazine?
We want to hear from you.

Chito-Ryu Gladiator
With the return of the television series
Gladiators it is a great chance to look
back at one of the original stars
“Storm”.
Charlene Machin aka Storm holds a
shodan in Chito-Ryu and was a top
competitor in the sports karate arena
becoming the first Australian to win a
WKF World Title 1992.

Email:
adam.higgins@gckarate.com.au
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School Holiday Fun on the Sunshine Coast
Once again during the recent school holidays in January Sunshine Coast Chito-Ryu Karate hosted a
school holiday program, to give the kids who participated a break from their parent... or something
like that.
Throughout the week, students showed great progress as they developed their basics, kata and
kumite skills, with a few challenging activities along the way. Classes went from 9-12 each day most
participants managed to stay focused and as a result got a lot out of the experience.
Great job to everyone who attended and well done to those who performed well in the competitions
on the Friday. The Sunshine Coast dojo looks forward to doing more of these in the future as they
are certainly proving to be quite popular.
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THE SYDNEY REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
“The Birthplace of Chito-Ryu in Australia”
This event is open to all ages and ranks
Trophies on Offer:
The Inaugural Sydney Cup - Teams
The Sydney Kids-Teens Tournament Champion
The Sydney Open Tournament Champion
The Sydney Best and Fairest

Dates :

Saturday, 17th of May, 2008
Training & Tournament Dinner – Personal Sightseeing
Sunday, 18th of May, 2008
Tournament - 9am - 5pm
Location : Blakehurst, Sydney

Tournament Director – Sensei Shane Ker
Tournament Assistant – Sensei Craig Cox
Sydney Regional Honbucho – Sensei Michael Noonan
************ Accommodation and more details available at your dojo soon ****************

International Chito-Ryu Karate Federation of Australia

Presidents Report
Sensei Martin Phillips (Yondan, Shidoin)

Dear Members & Families,
I trust that you have had a good holiday over the new year period and are now right back into your training
with renewed vigour. Once again this year is shaping up to be a big year both in and out of the dojo with the
ICKFA.
Our first feature on the calendar is fast approaching. At the end of March and into early April, Tanaka Sensei
will be arriving in Australia to visit dojos and will be attending the national training camp as special guest
instructor. If you have never trained with Tanaka Sensei this is something that you do not want to miss. The
calendar is still be finalised, so be sure to ask your dojo instructor when you can get to train with him in your
area.
Also this year, we have more tournaments on offer to members with a total of 4 regional tournaments
throughout the year and a national tournament. This marks a very significant step forward in this area, with
competition returning to Sydney, which I know is very exciting for instructors in that area as it has been well
over 10 years since the last tournament in Sydney. We are also seeing the introduction of the first ever
tournaments in Bathurst and Gold Coast areas.
While the focus of Chito-Ryu is definitely not competition, there can be a lot said for the benefits of
competing. You get to test your skills in a stressful, yet controlled environment and get the opportunity to mix
with members from other dojos. While I appreciate that competition is not for everyone, I do encourage you
to at the very least support your local tournament either as a competitor and/or as an volunteer.
Behind the scene the national management committee is continuing to develop management plans and a
variety of activities to support dojo instructors and members. To give a few examples of the types of things
your association is doing, with Tanaka Sensei's visit, part of your membership fee goes towards funding this
covering his airfares and honorarium. A small portion of this is covered by camp fees from the national
camp, but it is primarily funded by membership fees. This year, we are also making available one
“scholarships” for each dojo to attend the national training camp, the primary focus of this is to ensure that all
instructors can attend the camp because if we can help teach the teachers, everyone grows. But we have
also given the option for instructors to pass on this “scholarship” to a member of their dojo at their discretion.
Before I sign off for this report, I would like to pass on a huge thank you to Sensei Adam Higgins for his
continued efforts piecing together the River of Knowledge for what is now his second edition as editor. This
is a huge undertaking, coordinating and editing articles and dojo reports and I think you can look forward to
seeing the finished product once again.
To all members, keep training hard, and I look forward to seeing you at the camp.
Regards,
Martin Phillips
President ICKFA inc
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ICKFA National Camp
Narrabeen Sport & Recreation Centre
11-13 April 2008

Special Guest Instructor –

Tanaka Renshi

All Ages and Ranks Welcome!
Train with the top instructors in
Australia along with special guest
instructor from Japan, Tanaka
Renshi.
Don't miss this fantastic
opportunity to experience 2 full
days of training with your fellow
Chito-Ryu karateka

International Chito-Ryu Karate Federation of Australia

New Members
Welcome to the newest members of the International Chito-Ryu Karate Federation of Australia

Emma Bayas - Kogarah-Bay
Erin Bayas – Kogarah-Bay
Tiara Callagher - Sunshine Coast
Tara Dobeson – Kogarah-Bay
Allen Elliott - Gold Coast
Paul Hatzimeletiou – Kogarah-Bay
Matthew Harvey – Gold Coast
David Holzgrefe - Sunshine Coast
Kye Joiner - Sunshine Coast
Monica Lester – Gold Coast
Britney Locke-Thompson - Kogarah-Bay
Louis Long-Jaccoud – Lithgow
Kloe Mannering - Lithgow
Taylah Mannering - Lithgow
Hannah Moir - Sunshine Coast
Jake Nicholson - Gold Coast
Jarrod Pregun - Gold Coast
Lachlan Pregun - Gold Coast
Nathan Scavone - Gold Coast
Nicholas Scavone - Gold Coast
Jeff Scimonello - Sunshine Coast
Gregory Symonds – Kogarah-Bay
Benjamen Thurgood - Gold Coast
Bella Townsend – Bathurst
Sean White - Kogarah-Bay
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International Chito-Ryu Karate Federation of Australia

Grading Results
10th Kyu
Laetisha Baldan - Gold Coast
Jasmine Barker - Gold Coast
Tristan Clayton - Sunshine Coast
Donnell Cook - Sunshine Coast
Keegan Johnston - Sunshine Coast
Hunter Johnstone - Sunshine Coast
Kloe Mannering - Lithgow
Taylah Mannering - Lithgow
Scott Moulden - Sunshine Coast
Luke Moulden - Sunshine Coast
Jake Nicholson - Gold Coast
Luke Nicholson - Gold Coast
Jack Sowden - Sunshine Coast
Thomas Sowden - Sunshine Coast

7th Kyu
Matthew Foran - Bathurst
Benjamin Geerkens - Bathurst
Camran Hashmi - Kogarah-Bay
Blake Johnston – Lithgow
Brendan McMahon - Bathurst
Ronnie Sikh - Kogarah-Bay
Kathleen Smith - Gold Coast
Montana Stewart – Kogarah-Bay
Amy Raymond - Bathurst
Jonathon Raymond - Bathurst
Luke Vella - Kogarah-Bay

9th Kyu
Joshua Callagher - Sunshine Coast
Jessica Corney - Kogarah-Bay
Thomas Eleutheriades - Kogarah-Bay
Jarrod Hansson - Gold Coast
Danielle Kovacevic - Kogarah-Bay
Aiden McLaughlin - Lithgow
Amina Oerton - Lithgow
Chrsitopher Pyne - Lithgow
Brodie Squires - Sunshine Coast
Katlin Vella - Kogarah-Bay
8th Kyu
Kirsten Anger - Sunshine Coast
Travis Anger - Sunshine Coast
Jayden Donnelly - Gold Coast
Conor Emery - Gold Coast
Alex Hanna - Gold Coast
Etsuko Ishida - Lithgow
Daylon Johnston - Sunshine Coast
Dean Marincevski - Kogarah-Bay
Stephanie McGlusky - Sunshine Coast
Bridgette McGlusky - Sunshine Coast
Hayden McSwan - Gold Coast
Hannah Polley - Sunshine Coast
Jamie Scimonello - Sunshine Coast
Alex Scimonello - Sunshine Coast

6th Kyu
Mark Anger - Sunshine Coast
Hayden Attneave - Sunshine Coast
Klaudia Caston - Sunshine Coast
Damon De Jongh - Sunshine Coast
Patrick Kitchen - Sunshine Coast
Liam Rhodes Pery - Sunshine Coast
Chris Ring - Sunshine Coast
Barry Rosenberg - Sunshine Coast
Zabrina Schiffers - Gold Coast
David Strazzari - Sunshine Coast
5th Kyu
Christopher Baker - Sunshine Coast
Duncan Bigg - Sunshine Coast
4th Kyu
Ian Guy - Sunshine Coast
Tom Hurley - Sunshine Coast
Jim Moehead - Sunshine Coast
3rd Kyu
2nd Kyu
Helen O'Grady – Sunshine Coast
1st Kyu
Steven Thompson - Lithgow

Chito-Ryu Belt Colours

10th Kyu

9th Kyu

8th Kyu

7th Kyu
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The Gates of Budo
by Mark Snow Sensei

I will start this article by asking
the question: What was it like the
very first time that you entered
the dojo? It is certainly a period
in our lives that will remain strong
in our minds forever. While the
reasons for commencing training
are personal and unique, for
each of us, what is consistent is
that we had the right to enter the
dojo without any interference or
unnecessary obstacles put in our
way. This is how we should enter
through “The Gates of Budo”.
The “Gates of Budo” is a term
used to describe the entering
point of an individual into their
personal study of a martial art. It
is a moment in time, a
connecting point between the
past and the future and it is in the
now. It is a symbolic place where
we begin the challenges of dojo
life, on many levels, including the
physical, emotional and spiritual.
This is a time when we start to
walk the middle path and endure
the difficult task of looking at
ourselves honestly, learning from
suffering, and struggling to
control the ego.

essential in ensuring that the
passage between the old and
new can take place without
interference. It also enables the
new student to enter like many
generations before and will
preserve the way for generations
to come. This starting point must
be natural to enable the transition
onto a path of learning that is
intended to last a lifetime.
Only an individual can enter
through the “Gates of Budo” as
the journey is a personal one, an
individual pursuit, a time when
one must ultimately stand alone
and seek growth through effort,
harmony and perseverance. In
this respect it is like a re-birth

where you struggle to find your
way into the world and seek
guidance to help you grow. We
do find support in the dojo, but it
is through finding our own way
that we genuinely grow.
As we enter the gates we find
ourselves in a place where one is
required to follow the way, the
rules, etiquette and rituals that
have been handed down over
countless generations. This is the
point where the “Gates of Budo”
are guarded and protected and it
is the responsibility of all that
have entered before to ensure
that these rules are adhered to at
all times and passed onto the
next generation without question.

To deal with the conflict in our
lives, to protect ourselves from
conflict and to find a balance in
all that we do is a part of the
journey of budo. As we enter the
through the gates we find
ourselves unsure about what is
going to happen and we very
quickly realise how little we know.
If the process of self discovery is
to be genuine then we must start
with the correct attitude and
approach. Start with the end in
mind!
Natural energy must be allowed
to flow through the “Gates of
Budo” and this natural state is
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and impeccable manners for many years.
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In this process the role of the
“Sensei” is vital and as the
person that has walked the path
before you he or she has a great
responsibility to uphold the
integrity, values, reputation and
character of the dojo. The
importance of this role must
never be underestimated and
why the process of becoming a
teacher and then having the
responsibility of teaching a
community has to be nurtured
and carefully developed. This
custodianship
is
a
crucial
element in the “Gates of Budo”.
When we think of a gate we often
associate closing and opening
with the gate, however, in Budo
this is not the case. The “Gates
of Budo” never close and the
responsibility of the Sensei is to
ensure that the gates are always
open. During a visit by Soke
Sensei in 2007 I had a discussion
about this topic and he stated
that “The Gates of Budo are
always open to people of good
character, people come and go
and that it is not the responsibility
of the Sensei to stop this.” Just
as entering the dojo needs to be
a natural experience leaving also
needs to be natural.

Soke Sensei - This great karate
master demonstrates natural
movement in and out of the dojo.

The Dojo is a place for people of all ages and stages of life.

As difficult as it is to see students
leave the dojo the Sensei, after
care and consideration, must not
interfere with this process.
However, what is important is
that the student is always
reminded that the “Gates of
Budo” are always open and that
the student is most welcome to
return when they are ready. A
dojo with this philosophy, as an
integral part of the culture, will
continue to grow as a community
and the relationship between the
teacher and student will always
be appropriate.
In our study of budo we train all
year round experiencing the
different feelings, conditions and
challenges that each season
brings. The “Gates of Budo” are
always open regardless of time,
place, season or circumstance.
This is the lifelong challenge, to
interact with nature, learn from it
and be apart of it. This interaction
with nature is not easy and needs
to be studied diligently and leads
to self-discipline. As the founder
of Chito-Ryu Karate, O’Sensei
said in his text Kempo Karate;
“Budo is the stillness that results
from discipline. It clears your soul
and allows you to become one
with nature.”
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It is very important that the
student is provided with a good
example when they enter the
dojo for the very first time. The
student quickly learns that it is
through actions, not words that
they will begin to get the correct
message about what is expected.
We live in a time where many
people want everything too
quickly whether it is information,
skills
or
recognition
and
unfortunately the value of hard
work is very rarely understood.
When an individual enters the
dojo through the “Gates of Budo”
there will not be any competition
of egos, but a natural process
that will encourage the individual
to stop, breath and connect with
their natural state.
The responsibility of commitment
is truly placed on the individual
when this natural process of
entering the dojo is followed. This
is an honest challenge as there
have been no false claims,
promises or quick fixes made to
the student. The new student
puts on a white gi, belt, removes
their shoes and finds themselves
sitting in seiza with the rest of the
class and then engages in the
same
basic
exercises
as
everyone else in the dojo.
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In the study of karate we are
taught that when we enter the
dojo we follow the instructions of
the sensei without question. The
natural process of entering and
leaving the dojo relates to many
other aspects of our martial
training and if studied diligently
will foster the correct manner that
is required in all areas of training
both inside and outside the dojo.
It also enables Chito-Ryu KarateDo to be a form of Budo that
brings people together of all
ages, gender and backgrounds

into a situation where everyone
encourages one another to grow
in all aspects of budo.
Learning is a lifelong pursuit and
to maintain a natural beginners
mind is essential if we are to
continue to grow in every aspect
of our lives. This commitment is
not an easy one and a struggle at
the best of times. This is why I
would like to suggest that the
“Gates of Budo” is within all of
us. It is that place within our
humanity where genuine growth

occurs, where we confront our
emotions, control the ego and
listen to our bodies. It is a place
where we intrinsically grow from
the inside out and connect with
our centre, breath and nature.
The one thing that is clear is that
just as we have all entered
through the “Gates of Budo” one
day we will all leave.

Generations of karate students with Soke Sensei at the site of O’Sensei’s first dojo. 60th Celebrations 2006.
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ICKFA Tournament Circuit

All Ages
All Skill Levels

Sydney
Sunshine Coast
Bathurst
Gold Coast
Blue Mountains

Be part of the Fun!
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ICKFA Dojo News

Kogarah Bay
Sensei Shane Ker
2007 was a big year at the Kogarah-Bay dojo with most students grading and passing their gradings. 2008 has started
with a bang. The dojo undertook a marketing campaign in the local paper offering some great deals for new members
and the uptake has been phenomenal. We ended the year with 12 members and have started the year with 22 members
signed up and another 5 who will complete a one month trail on the 29th of February. The most promising thing is
between 07 and 08 we retained all current members who are hungrier than ever to progress in the style.
The next big event will be the Sydney Tournament on the 18th of May, and preparations have now begun for this event.
Assistance will soon be sought from the parents of the Sydney dojo’s to make this event a special day.
Good luck to all the students of the Kogarah-Bay dojo in all their efforts this year, in and out of the dojo and let’s make 08’
a great year for Chito-Ryu in Sydney.

ICKFA Dojo News
Katoomba & Lithgow
Sensei Mark Snow
A Great Start to the Year!
2008 has started with a great deal of excitement, interest and
energy in all of the Blue Mountains and Regional NSW Dojos. We
welcome back our existing members and to those members who
have entered the dojo for the first time I would like to congratulate
you on taking the first step in your karate journey.
Awards Winners 2007
Lithgow and Katoomba Dojos celebrated 2007 with presentation
nights at both dojos. Parents/Carers and family members were
invited to attend and see a variety of demonstrations from all of the
students. All members received a certificate of participation for
making a valuable contribution to the life of the dojo during 2007.
Lithgow and Katoomba Dojos have always had a tradition of
acknowledging good practice in the dojo. At Presentation Night a
number of students received awards for their outstanding efforts
during the year. Peter O’Neil was named ‘Student of Year’ for the
Katoomba Dojo and Christopher Johnston for the Lithgow Dojo. This
is an award that has a long tradition in the dojo and both Peter and
Chris join a list of many worthy recipients.

Lithgow Dojo

Award winners included the following students: Alan Sharman,
Debbie Barnett, Brock Barry, Mitchell Case, Jack Turner, Laura
Case, Amina Oerton, Charlie Rowe, Freya McNair and Peter
McNair.
Students in the Lithgow dojo were provided with the opportunity to
watch the promotional and demonstration DVDs from the 60th
Anniversary celebrations of the ICKF in Japan during 2006. This
was well received as everyone enjoyed the variety of
demonstrations from many Chito-Ryu practitioners from all around
the world including Soke Sensei and Tanaka Sensei.

2007 Students of the Year; Peter O’Neill,
Christopher Johnston with Snow Sensei

Katoomba Dojo

Award Winners:
Katoomba Dojo- Alan
Sharman, Freya
McNair, Peter McNair
and Peter O’Neill with
Snow Sensei and
Colin Sensei

Award winners - Lithgow Dojo Left-Right
Peter O’Neill, Chris Johnston, Laura Case
Jack Turner, Mitchell Case and Amina
Oerton
Absent: Debbie Barnett & Brock Barry

ICKFA Dojo News
Gold Coast
Sensei Adam Higgins

The new year has commenced and it is exciting to see everyone back hard at training working towards their goals.
Already this year we have welcomed a lot of new faces, and it has been fantastic the support and encouragement they
have been receiving from the senior students.
2008 will be a big year for Gold Chito-Ryu Karate with a full calendar of events including hosting our very first
tournament. The tournament to be held in September will be a huge milestone for Chito-Ryu on the Gold Coast and
plans have already begun to be made to make this a very special event. As well as the Gold Coast tournament there are
4 other tournaments being held this year and a number of students have already began planning to participate in all
tournaments as part of their 2010 Soke Cup plans.
To help prepare for tournaments a special “kumite night” is now being held the last Thursday of every month were all
students have the opportunity to test their kumite skills under match conditions. Both the December and January nights
have been a huge success with the level of skill shown increasing with every match. With team and individual events all
members have really embraced the concept and it has become a highlight of the month.
Preparations are also being made to welcome Tanaka Sensei back to the Gold Coast dojo for a 2 day visit. Tanaka
Sensei first visited the Gold Coast dojo 2 years ago and the numbers have certainly grown since then, those members
that were here in 2006 remember what a great experience it was training with Tanaka Sensei and have been passing the
word around that it is an opportunity not to be missed!
2007 Annual Award Winners
2007 was a landmark year for Gold Coast Chito-Ryu Karate with strong growth and strong
participation in all ICKFA events. There are now a number of students with orange and green
belts setting a fantastic example for the newer members. There has been a lot of people
contribute to the success of the year, and members who have personally achieved a lot, making
the decision for who should receive the annual awards very difficult. The winners of the 2007
annual awards:-

Budoka of the Year - Phil Heath
Phil has been a great example for all younger students in the club with his understanding of
budo always showing the correct etiquette, remaining humble, dedication to training hard, and
always looking to help others with their training. During the year Phil has also supported the dojo
by providing the mirrors and the makiwara.

Kids Karateka of the Year - Hayden McSwan
Hayden has had a great year in his first year of training. He has set an excellent example with
his etiquette, and his continual hard work to improve his technique. Hayden graded 3 times in
2007, a rare achievement testament to how seriously he takes his training.

Adolescents Karateka of the Year - Carlos Bellamy
Carlos has had a great 2007 in his first full year of training, attending the national camp,
Kangeiko, Blue Mountains cup and national titles. Carlos is the current national kumite
champion in the Jr E division, and was a member of the novice team kata national champion
team. Carlos consistently sets a great example in his training showing good etiquette and
pushing hard to improve his karate.

Adults Karateka of the Year - Anthony Horgan
Anthony had a phenomenal 2007 winning the Soke Cup in the adult’s novice kumite and kata
divisions. Anthony is also the current 3rd-1st Kyu kata national champion. In June Anthony
became the first Gold Coast student to reach brown belt.

ICKFA Dojo News
Bathurst
Sensei Colin Phillips

Bathurst end of year presentation

Newcastle
Sensei Greg Field
Training has started strongly at the Newcastle dojo with students returning after a well deserved Christmas
break. A number of new students have started training and are enjoying the challenge of learning karate and
the dojo atmosphere.
In the Newcastle dojo we always emphasise the importance and values of budo and traditional karate.
Students are encouraged to adopt these values not only in the dojo but in their normal life. This approach is
bearing fruit with several parents reporting that their children’s behaviour and school results have improved
after commencing training.
In the dojo we are currently working on improving our basics and technique. As the tournament season
approaches, we will increase our sports karate training, so that our students are prepared to perform at their
best.
Following Viktoria Crouch-Reeves’ performance at the Soke Cup and tournaments in Australia last year, she
was nominated for the Lake Macquarie Young Sportsperson of the Year Award. Viktoria reached the finals in
the judging and received a recognition medal at the awards night, but was beaten for the award by a world
title gymnast. Sensei Martin Phillips was a past winner of this award.
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ICKFA Dojo News
Sunshine Coast
Sensei Martin & Sandra Phillips
Christmas Family Training Day
Our local association hosted the annual Christmas Family Training Day at Cotton Tree Park 16th December
2007. The day was well attended by members and families with around 100 people in attendance all
together. Training was a bit more fun than usual with taisabaki (evasion) practice getting out of the way of
water bombs, and water training in the Maroochy River just a few of the memorable activities.
The association put on a BBQ lunch for members and guests and kids enjoyed activities co-ordinated by
Rhys Woodhouse, including tug-o-war, piniata, and chasing down the poor soul that had the privilege of
wearing a t-shirt covered in lollies... This year we even had a visit from Santa who made a bit of time in his
busy schedule to share in the festivities.
While the kids were having fun, the parents and adult members
had our local association AGM with the new committee
elected as follow:
●
●
●
●
●

Chair person – Jim Moehead
Secretary – Helen O'Grady
Treasurer – Deb Woodhouse
Instructor Representative – Martin Phillips
Student Representative – Matthew Stevenson

Towards the end of the day, we took time to recognise students
who have been training exceptionally well throughout the year
with a few special end of year presentations.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Budoka of the Year – Linh Tran
Beginner Child of the Year – Daylon Johnston
Intermediate Child of the Year – Mitchell Booker
Advanced Child of the Year – Trinh Tran
Beginner/Intermediate Adult of the Year – Jim Moehead
Advanced Adult of the Year – Rhys Woodhouse
Competitor of the Year – Emma Woodhouse
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ICKFA Dojo News
Sunshine Coast (cont)
Shock News From Members
In early January we received some shock news about Jack Hurley a 15 years old member of the dojo who is
currently 3rd kyu. Jack suffered from a massive stroke while playing soccer in the back yard with his family.
Initially he was paralysed down the right hand side of his body and without speech or understanding.
Now nearly 6 weeks later, Jack is becoming more mobile, stringing together sentences and attending school
at the Royal Children's Hospital in Brisbane. Each weekend he is getting back to the Sunshine Coast for
time with family and things are progressing well for him. It might still be a while before he gets back into
class, but everything is now moving in the right direction for him.
Around the same time we also got news that Destiny Pike a beginner child student, who has been training for
around 12 months, had been diagnosed with A.L.L. type leukemia . Destiny is now in remission and will be
continuing chemotherapy for the next 18 month or more. But in the process she has become very weak, lost
a lot of weight and is really not in a good way physically.
As a small gesture that we were thinking of them both, we got together in the dojo took lots of photos and
filled an album for each of them with lots of comments from members and families. The McGlusky Family
also brought in a teddy bear for each of them that has been signed by many of the members of the Sunshine
Coast dojo. And Gold Coast dojo members also got together and signed a card for Jack as a few of them
know him. These small gifts were very warmly received by both families knowing that we are all thinking of
them in what must have been and continues to be very challenging times.
As we have been receiving news from each family, we have posted updates in the dojo blog on the website
www.karate4life.com.au/blog
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Written by Martin Phillips Sensei and Helen O'Grady

Breathing and
Cardio-Vascular
Fitness
Part 1

Introduction by Martin Phillips
When we first start learning Karate, specific fitness
training is not really a high priority, instead
improved fitness is a natural result of proper
training. One of the fundamental elements of the
physical aspects of Karate is correct breathing.
Much like swimming controlling the timing and
volume of ones breath is essential in quality
training and also a vital element of cardiovascular
fitness.
If we breathe in at the wrong time we are potential
leaving ourselves in a vulnerable position to be
attacked. If we breathe out at the wrong time the
power of our attacks is considerably decreased. By
focussing on our breathing when we practice our
basics and kata, we naturally develop the correct
timing and control of the volume of our breath. The
following article explores how breathing relates to
general cardiovascular fitness.
Article By Helen O'Grady (Personal Trainer)
There are three main indicators used to measure
physical fitness, they are cardio-vascular fitness,
muscular strength and endurance and flexibility. In
order to effectively have a lasting improvement in
overall physical fitness all of these aspects need to
be addressed and trained, but perhaps the most
important aspect and the one that has the most
impact on the effectiveness of all other training is
cardio-vascular fitness.
Cardiovascular fitness can be defined in simple
terms as the efficiency with which our body (heart
lungs and circulatory system) provides oxygen to
our muscles and how effectively we use that
oxygen (O2) to produce energy during moderate to
high intensity exercise.
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When looking at increasing cardio fitness there
are two areas to consider. The first is mechanical
efficiency. This is the ability of the physical body to
do what is required of it. In this case, the ability of
the heart and lungs to absorb O2 from the air, and
pump oxygenated blood around the body to the
muscles. When we regularly increase our heart
rate, our heart, like any other muscle, becomes
stronger and increases the amount of blood it can
pump with each beat (stroke volume). An increase
in stroke volume enables us to work at a higher
intensity while maintaining the same heart rate.
This second aspect is perhaps the most important.
This is the physiological adaptation. It is not just
how much oxygen we breathe that is important but
rather how well we can use that oxygen.
When we begin to exercise, we very quickly use
up the available energy that is stored in our
muscles. When this happens the level of Carbon
dioxide (CO2) in our blood is raised and this
triggers the brain to increase the rate of breathing
to provide more O2 for energy to the muscles.
This balance between CO2 and O2 in the blood
is very important as CO2 is used by the body to
release O2 from the blood and into the muscles. If
we do not properly control our breathing or
exercise at too high intensity, there is a tendency
for respiration to increase too much which upsets
the O2/ CO2 balance so our body can no longer
efficiently utilize the O2 for energy. As we breathe
in more and more oxygen and breathe out CO2
our blood becomes very oxygen rich but there is
not enough CO2 to release this O2 into the
muscles to be burned for energy.
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At this point we may start to feel light headed and
lose some co-ordination.
This lack of oxygen in the muscles causes our body
to shift from aerobic (using O2) to anaerobic (using
carbohydrates for energy) energy systems.
The Anaerobic energy system is far less efficient at
providing energy and causes a build up of lactic
acid in the muscles. This lactic acid build up in turn
triggers the brain to increase respiration even more
to clear it away. This creates a vicious cycle where
inevitably lactic acid builds up to a point where
performance is reduced so much that breathing can
once again be stabilized and the body returns to
using the aerobic system.
The point at which we can maintain maximum
intensity of exercise without moving into the
anaerobic energy system is called the lactic
threshold. By learning to slow down and control our
heart rate and breathing during exercise and stay
relaxed, we can increase our lactic threshold and
have a physiological effect on our cardio vascular
fitness. Studies have also shown that training the

breath in a relaxed environment (i.e. when not
exercising) can also have an effect on ‘time to
exhaustion’ (participants in the study could train for
a longer period of time at the same intensity before
they started to feel tired). This shows that by
training your breathing you will be able to elicit a
physiological adaptation so that you can train
harder at a higher intensity for longer periods of
time and experience less fatigue.
Watch out for the Winter edition of the River of
Knowledge were Martin Phillips Sensei will continue
the exploration of breathing specifically from a
karate standpoint.

Helen O’Grady
Profiled by Barry Rosenberg
Back in the dark ages when I first went to a dojo, there were no women or children. At fifteen, I was by far the
youngest person there. That might seem strange nowadays, especially when we have Sandra as a Sensei.
But it’s taken 2 generations to bring about that change. And it’s thanks to people such as Helen O’Grady that
the situation has shifted so much.
Some of you may know Helen from tournaments and Camps over the past few years, the most recent being
the Blue Mountains Cup, held in October 2007. She came 1st in individual kata for brown belts and was 2nd in
kumite. She was also 1st in team kumite with Sensei Adam and Anthony Horgan from the Gold Coast.
Helen, 33, is a 2nd kyu and has been a member of the Sunshine Coast Dojo for about 21/2 years. This is quite
a speedy progression. Helen began at a time when there were morning classes. Sometimes there were very
few students and so she was lucky enough to have almost one-on-one coaching. Of course, you’ve got to
have the talent to benefit from it. Helen did and she also developed a passion for Karate. In those classes,
the emphasis on detail rather than aerobics.
Helen had not practised Karate before coming to Chito-Ryu though as a personal trainer she had done some
body combat at the gym. Initially, she had taken her son, James, to Karate. Helen thought it would be good
for him to do a sport that was not so much competitive with others but was about one’s own self-development
But it seemed so much fun that Helen also want to join in. So after 3 months as an observer ‘mum’, she
became a Karate-ka herself. Charlotte, her daughter, started at the dojo last year and is almost ready for her
8th kyu grading. Charlotte also has ambitions to be a dancer.
Helen trains quite hard, 3 to 4 times a week. In fact, on a Thursday she goes from the family class to the
advanced class. Since I can just about stagger through one class, I am pink with envy. Green with envy when
I cool down. Helen’s training used to consist mainly of training kata at home. Now, her training is more
informal though wider in scope. For instance when she climbs Mt Coolum, she focuses on how to relate it to
Karate such as keeping centred, controlling breathing and keeping elbows in. Helen even tries to use those
principles when steering shopping trolleys. Karate for shopping? That sounds very marketable!

Helen performing team kata at the 2007 National Chito-Ryu Tournament
with team mates Adam Higgins & Anthony Horgan
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Helen O’Grady (cont)
Helen does not think that she has a favourite technique but rather that Karate presents a holistic approach
for her development. It forces her to step outside of her comfort zone. For instance, she used to be terrified
of being in a competition but she is now quite prepared to have a go. She has a problem with Bo training
because she is not perfect with it and she hates not being perfect. Once she would miss out on doing things
because of her not being perfect. Now, Helen is willing to try even if it makes her look silly. (Talk about
looking silly, last Bo practise, there was a distinct clunk as I hit myself on the head – twice.)
Helen is talking about something very important here: Overcoming fears. Karate has helped her to overcome
fears and that’s a terrific thing.
Helen also feels that through Karate, she has more energy to tackle tasks. Not just physical energy but in
addition, the will to keep going. Helen told me that she once broke her big toe during training. Her friends
expected her to give up training as a result. But, no way! As it says in the Showa, she had the perseverance
to keep reaching for her goal.
For her favourite technique, Helen sticks with basic punching and stepping. This, she regards, is her
measure of how she is doing. For example, in class recently, Martin Sensei spoke about breathing out and
expanding the stomach as a punch is finished. This is something Helen would like to work on with her current
training.
A milestone in Helen’s training was at the October tournament. For the first time in kumite, she felt that she
had some control over what was happening.
Helen’s goal at the moment is just to concentrate on her next grading. As she put it: to get my head around
that shime stuff. She has vague ideas of getting her black belt but wonders if she might be too old to harbour
such attainments. (Helen will probably get what she can’t get when she’s 35. I might get it when I’m 70!)
Helen also has what she calls pie-in-the-sky hopes of teaching Karate.
I hope Helen does get to teach. From her thoughtful but good-natured responses, I think she’d be a very
considerate and encouraging teacher of Karate.

Helen throwing Patrick Kitchen in the water at the
Sunshine Coast Christmas Training Day 2007
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Helen (on the right) facing up against Kae Reeves (from
Newcastle Dojo on the left) in kumite at the 2007 National
Chito-Ryu Tournament
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Photo Album

Your Photo's wanted!
If you have a photo you would like to see in the River of
Knowledge please email to adam.higgins@gckarate.com.au

2007 National Titles

Sunshine Coast Beach Training

Anthony Horgan (Gold Coast) – Tobi Yoko Geri

Montana Stewart (Kogarah Bay)

Morning Beach Training on the Gold Coast
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Defense Against a Shirt Grab
A key component in executing this technique is maintaining a good posture and using your natural
body weight to move the attacker. Performed correctly little strength is required.

The attacker (right) grabs
your shirt/gi.

Clamp your hands down
on the attackers and
whilst maintaining a
strong grip step
backwards ensuring you
keep a straight posture.

As the attacker bends
down execute a mae geri
to the stomach (or groin).

Whilst maintaining a tight
grip with one hand reach
forward and grab the hair
or head.

Pull the head down whilst
performing a knee to the
face.

Maintain good zanshin
until the danger has
passed.
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Coaches Corner
ICKFA National Coach – Sandra Phillips

'Discover How You CAN Find Yourself In Action At
Chito-Ryu's Most Prestigious International Tournament'
RE: “The 'Soke Cup' is the most sought after event on the International Chito-Ryu™ Karate Calendar. This
event attracts the world's finest karate athletes in the one arena over two action packed days once every
three years. Not only does this event show case the worlds finest martial arts practitioners for the host
communities to enjoy, it provides all athletes with the opportunity to further test and grow their skills.”
'Imagine... In July 2010 You Are Standing In Kumamoto, Japan Awaiting
The Opening Ceremony Of One Of The World's Finest Events'

2007 Soke Cup – Opening Ceremony

1998 Soke Cup – Australian Team

There is only 'one thing' that you need to know right now that will get you to the 2010 Soke Cup. But first...
Let's experience a short moment together:
How would you feel in 2010 just before the Soke Cup knowing that you really gave your absolute best effort
for two and a half years developing your mind, your body, your spirit with quality education that has proven to
already shape 'World Champions'.... you went to every tournament, squad session, weekend training clinic ....
you grew yourself and inspired others around you to chase their dreams each and every day... And you never
once gave up on yourself, you believed so much that you could achieve anything?
How would you feel knowing that you had the 'perfect preparation' for you... You are now doing things that
you could only ever dreamed of before.. And you are now about to go onto the floor to do your first
performance kata at the 2010 Soke Cup..
...'You feel confident and focused' right, after all you put in nothing less than your best effort for two
and a half years... You stand tall and breath in success because you deserve to.. you deserve that one
moment in time to celebrate YOU. You dedicated the last two and a half years investing in 'YOU', growing
your skills to lift you to heights where you CAN achieve international success...
...Your journey doesn't end there..... Your confidence and energy is so full that when you start your
performance, you capture the entire stadium's attention, you have the referees sitting on the edge of their
seats..
...You proceed and share with the entire stadium 'your journey' of the last two and a half years all
condensed into a short kata... As a result of your performance you inspire, you give others hope, you truly
add value to every person in that room in that moment..
... All because you had a dream and you had the courage to live your dream each and every day....
On that day in Kumamoto, Japan 2010 you changed lives forever
The short moment we just shared together is the 'ultimate experience' that I continue to strive for each and
every day. Tournaments can be so valuable in pathing the way to greater success in your life in all areas OR
they can be declared useless and just a sport aiming only for medals.
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Coaches Corner
ICKFA National Coach – Sandra Phillips

I want to encourage and challenge all of you considering selection for Japan 2010 to aim for a much higher
experience than just a medal. A gold medal may be a 'symbol' that verifies your success materially,
something that reminds you of the journey and the day that you pulled everything together in one great
moment and realised that you could achieve anything you put your mind to if truly wanted it to be a part of
your life.

1998 Soke Cup – Australian Men's Team 2nd Team Kumite

'Do You Dare To Dream?'
Do You Dare To Have The Courage To Do Whatever It Takes?
At the end of the day you are entirely responsible for 'your results'. I can guide you however, the dream, the
decision, the actions, the results can only come from you.
To get you started. Quickly go and get your yearly planner.. Yes, that means stop reading and go for a walk,
dig your planner out from wherever it lives and bring it back with a pen.
Your Association and Instructors are passionate about servicing your needs. It is these leaders that have
committed for the first time ever to host a total of 5 Chito-Ryu tournaments this year.
Be sure that you thank all of these leaders in time and demonstrate your appreciation not only by words of
thanks but you get in there personally and support these events. Find out what it will take to keep these 5
tournaments available each and every year. And step up to the plate and actively contribute to the success
of these events so a path is created for future expansion of the Chito-Ryu Karate Tournaments in Australia.

2004 Soke Cup – Kumite Action
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2004 Soke Cup – Demonstration: Inazuka Sensei and
Tanaka Sensei
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Coaches Corner
ICKFA National Coach – Sandra Phillips

The 'One Thing' You Can Do Now
Commit Yourself To Achieving Your Goals
Dates to be added to you planners:
Sunday 18 May 2008: Sydney
Sunday 8 June 2008: Sunshine Coast
Sunday 10 August 2008: Bathurst
Sunday 14 September 2008: Gold Coast
Sunday 26 October 2008: ICKFA National Championships: Blue Mountains
Now.. Before you start creating excuses as to why you can't commit to going to every event. I challenge you
to take a different perspective, 'why you can't afford not to go'? If you truly want to be on the Australian Team
and give yourself the best opportunity to succeed you must prioritise and invest in you. Insert these dates
into your planner and you get creative and find ways to make it happen.
Most people get stuck on this. But a quick lesson. If your goal is truly worthy of your attention you NEVER
have excuses as to why you can't do it! Your goal needs to be so big that it carries you to a different way of
thinking, a creative way of thinking that gets results. If your goal doesn't do this go and make it bigger so it
does stretch you to action and commitment. Remember, some goals will take a little longer to achieve then
others but believe in yourself you will get there.
One last thing. I attended a seminar of late and I remember these words that may help. 'Partner or Perish'.
In this instance something you can think about. If you know that you may have financial difficulties to get to
all events. Find out who in your dojo is also aiming to be an Australian Team Member and create a dojo
team to work together to develop strategies to get you all over the line. Work in with your local instructor as
I'm sure they'd all have loads of ideas.
I am available to provide support email or phone. Bookings are required. Call (07)5452 7670 or email
info@karate4life.com.au
Let's make 2008 count and get us closer to our ultimate goals!
Regards,
Sandra Phillips
ICKFA National Coach
P.S. More information regarding 2010 Soke Cup Training coming soon.

2007 Soke Cup – Soke Sensei Demonstration
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2007 Soke Cup – Boys Team Kumite 2nd Place
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International Chito-Ryu Karate Federation of Australia

Calendar of Events
Ask at your dojo for more details about any of these events

March 2008

September 2008

1st Brown & Black Belt Training (Kogarah Bay)
2nd Autumn Grading (Gold Coast)
16th Autumn Grading (Sunshine Coast)
31st Tanaka Sensei arrives in Australia

13th
13th
14th
21st

April 2008

October 2008

11th-13th ICKFA National Camp

25th ICKFA Seminar (Blue Mountains)
26th ICKFA National Titles (Blue Mountains)

May 2008
17th ICKFA Seminar (Sydney)
18th Sydney Regional Tournament

June 2008
1st Winter Grading (Gold Coast)
7th ICKFA Seminar (Sunshine Coast)
8th Sunshine Coast Championships
15th Winter Grading (Sunshine Coast)

Beach Training (Gold Coast)
ICKFA Seminar (Gold Coast)
Gold Coast Tournament
Spring Grading (Sunshine Coast)

November 2008
9th Brown & Black Belt Training (Gold Coast)
25th Beach Training (Gold Coast)

December 2008
6th Summer Grading (Sunshine Coast)
7th Summer Grading (Gold Coast)
14th End of Year Breakup (Sunshine Coast)
14th End of Year Breakup (Gold Coast)

July 2008
13th Kangeiko (Gold Coast)

2009 – Dates To Be Advised
August 2008
9th ICKFA Seminar (Bathurst)
10th Blue Mountains Cup (Bathurst)
31st Spring Grading (Gold Coast)

National Camp
National Titles
Sunshine Coast Championships
Blue Mountains Cup
Sydney Regional Tournament
Gold Coast Tournament

2010 – Dates To Be Advised
Soke Cup, Kumamoto
National Camp
National Titles
Sunshine Coast Championships
Blue Mountains Cup
Sydney Regional Tournament
Gold Coast Tournament
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International Chito-Ryu™™ Karate Federation of Australia Inc

Sydney & Newcastle Region Instructors

Mike Noonan Sensei
5th Dan, Shihan
Honbucho
Sydney Region
Head Instructor
“Tasseikan” Oatley Dojo

Greg Field Sensei
3rd Dan, Jun-Shidoin
Newcastle Dojo

Shane Ker Sensei
2nd Dan, Jun-Shidoin
Kogarah Bay Dojo
“Tasseikan” Oatley Dojo

Craig Cox Sensei
1st Dan, Jun-Shidoin
“Tasseikan” Oatley Dojo
Kogarah Bay Dojo

Blue Mountains & Western NSW Region Instructors
Dojo Websites
Mark Snow Sensei
4th Dan, Shidoin
Sohonbu Representative
Blue Mountains & Western
NSW
Head Instructor
Lithgow Dojo
Katoomba Dojo

www.sydneykarate.com
www.bluemaintainskarate.com
www.karate4life.com.au
www.gckarate.com.au

Colin Phillips Sensei
2nd Dan, Jun-Shidoin
Bathurst Dojo
Lithgow Dojo
Katoomba Dojo

South East QLD Region Instructors

Martin Phillips Sensei
4th Dan, Shidoin
Sohonbu Representative
SE Qld Head Instructor
Sunshine Coast Dojo

Sandra Phillips Sensei
3rd Dan, Shidoin
National Coach
Sunshine Coast Dojo

Adam Higgins Sensei
2nd Dan, Jun-Shidoin
Gold Coast Dojo

President

Secretary

Treasurer

Sensei Martin Phillips

Sensei Shane Ker

Sheryl Higgins

ICKFA Committee
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